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Excellency,

A year after the outbreak of the second "intifada", the cost to both
Israelis and Palestinians in terms of human suffering, bitterness, disillusion
and mistrust is very clear. For some time now the parties have agreed -
supported by all of us - that mere is a way out, namely the Tenet
understandings and the recommendations of the Mitchell Committee. But
it has become equally clear that, left to themselves, the parties have not
found a way to move forward to implementation. If there is to be progress,
they will need help, in the shape of increased international involvement.
Hence the proposals contained in mis letter. Chairman Arafat's recent
actions to bring violence under control, together with his statement at the
Islamic Conference distancing the Palestinian issue from Al-Qa'eda's
attacks, prompt me to suggest that such an effort will be particularly timely.

Taken together, Tenet and Mitchell define the array of political,
economic, and security measures that would move the parties back to the
negotiating table. Although the Mitchell Report itself did not specify an
implementation sequence, it made clear that a stable security situation
cannot long be sustained without tangible economic and political progress.
The unfortunate turn of events since the meeting between Israeli Foreign
Minister Peres and Palestinian Authority President Arafat only reinforces
how correct Senator Mitchell was in making mis observation. Efforts to
reduce the violence must be shored up with concrete political commitments
and a substantial easing of economic restrictions. In the current fragile
climate, the risks of inaction or delayed action are high.

A key impediment to progress since the publication of the Mitchell
Report has been the ongoing dispute about sequencing. The Palestinian
Authority has said that political steps must be taken simultaneously with
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security measures, while the Government of Israel has said that the
Palestinians must stop the violence before any political movement can be
considered.

This impasse could be overcome by making a distinction between
parallelism in declaration and sequentialism in implementation. In other
words, both sides could be asked to carry out certain steps immediately; at
the same time, it would be agreed that some additional steps would be
carried out by Israel at a later time, once the Palestinians had implemented
their commitments.

The international community can do much to support movement
forward. The lack of mutual confidence between the parties at this stage
makes a third party role essential. Neither side will agree to any proposal
that is seen to come from its adversary, and the breakdown of trust is so
total that neither side will believe the other when it comes to the
implementation of agreements. Third parties thus have an essential role to
play in providing an independent assessment of the parties' compliance
with their respective commitments, in facilitating improved communication
so that problems are solved before they become crises, and in providing
technical assistance in a number of areas.

I doubt whether any single third party is well placed to address all of
these needs. The involvement of several key parties, working together, will
be necessary to bolster the legitimacy and effectiveness of international
assistance.

I have therefore set out below some specific ideas to that end.

A Proposal for Resuming the Middle East Peace Process

The first step should be for the parties to re-commit to a full
cease-fire, along the lines of the Tenet and Mitchell documents, to include
specified actions to be undertaken by each party. Such actions would fall
into three categories: i) those which the Palestinian Authority will commit
itself to implement immediately; ii) those which Israel will commit itself to
implement immediately; iii) those which Israel will commit itself to
implement one month later (even though they are announced at the same
time), provided the Palestinians have implemented their commitments.



Phase One

i) The Palestinian A uthority will, effective immediately:

• Resume security cooperation with Israel (with US assistance);
• (Acting with the assistance of third party experts) reinforce efforts to

prevent acts of violence against Israelis, including by arresting,
trying and incarcerating perpetrators of any such future acts who are
operating from or taking refuge in areas within the Palestinian
Authority's jurisdiction;

• Make sustained efforts to show the Palestinian people that acts of
terrorism are unacceptable and also against the national interest;

• Prevent gunmen from using areas under Palestinian security
jurisdiction to fire upon Israeli positions, including Israeli
settlements in the Palestinian areas;

• Resume efforts (in partnership with outside experts) to identify,
condemn and discourage incitement in the Palestinian media against
Israelis;

• In coordination with the Waqf, desist from any actions that might be
perceived as threatening sites sacred to Jews, in particular those in
Jerusalem;

• (Acting with the help of European advisors) take steps to establish a
clear and unchallenged chain of command for armed personnel
operating under its authority.

ii) Israel will, also effective immediately:

• Take steps to lift internal closures such mat liberty of movement
along primary roads between Palestinian population centers is
promptly restored;

• Make a first payment of arrears by transferring to the Palestinian
Authority 50% of the tax revenues owed (as calculated by the World
Bank/AHLC);

• Begin a withdrawal of IDF to positions held before
28 September 2000, to reduce the number of friction points, to be
completed within 2 weeks of this agreement;

• Ensure that security forces and settlers refrain from the destruction
of buildings and roads, as well as trees and other agricultural
property in Palestinian areas;

• Take all steps to prevent acts of violence by settlers, and arrest, try
and incarcerate settlers carrying out such acts;



Cease the practice of extra-judicial killings (whether carried out by
IDF directly or indirectly). Should Israel receive reliable
information about planned acts of violence by Palestinians ("ticking
bombs"), it will pass this information to CIA officers for immediate
preventive action by the Palestinian Authority;
Permit the reopening of Palestinian institutions in East Jerusalem,
Abu Dis, and Ezeriyya.

Phase Two

Hi) Provided the Palestinian Authority abides by the commitments
to which it agreed, to the declared satisfaction of the Quartet in
consultation with the parties, at the end of a period of one month
from the announcement, Israel will implement the following
additional measures:

• Observe a full settlement freeze (there would need to be an
unpublidzed/tadt agreement that no new settlement activities
would be undertaken in the "trial month"),

• Carry out a third redeployment offerees from the entire Gaza Strip
and a minimum of 1% of the West Bank;

• Allow a sizeable number of Palestinian workers to return to then-
jobs within Israel;

• Complete the payment of arrears by transferring the remaining 50%
of the tax revenues owed to the Palestinian Authority;

• Allow the functioning of a safe passage between the West Bank and
Gaza (pursuant to the October 1999 agreement);

• Release (a significant number of) Palestinian prisoners.

Phase Three

iv) Both sides commit to returning to the table for face- to- face
negotiations.

• The two parties announce their commitment to return to the
negotiating table, to discuss the implementation of the Mitchell
proposal (i.e. those recommendations that had not been
implemented in the previous phases)and Resolution 242 (1967)
without preconditions or restrictions, two months after the date of
this agreement (during which preparations and informal contacts
would be made by representatives of the two sides).



v) Third party involvement/mechanism

• US observers - acting with other security experts, at US invitation,
in specific locations - to monitor the cease-fire. The US would share
relevant information with an international contact group (to include
representatives of the US, EUHR, Russian Federation,
United Nations etc.);

• In implementing those steps to which the Palestinian Authority has
committed itself, the Palestinian Authority will be free to call on
outside experts and assistance from international bodies;

• To monitor the economic and humanitarian aspects of the
agreement, the AHLC, United Nations and World Bank would
operate in a coordinated manner and report their findings to the
United Nations Secretary-General;

. The international contact group would meet regularly during the
"trial month" (following the announcement of the agreement) to
assess progress made by each side and facilitate problem-solving;

• Based on these various sources of observation and information, at
the end of one month, the international community (acting through
US, EU, Russian and United Nations representatives) would make a
public assessment as to whether the Palestinians had implemented
their commitments; if so, this would trigger implementation by the
Israelis of those commitments they are supposed to implement at
that time.

The latest reports I have received from Gaza are generally
encouraging - the level of violence has again dropped and the Palestinian
Authority is seen to be taking action against individuals suspected of
violence. However, bitter experience tells us that such hopeful signs are
unlikely to be sustained unless a political process can be restored.

I should therefore be grateful if you, Secretary of State Powell, and
High Representative Solana, to whom I am writing in similar terms, could
review my proposals - together with any other ideas you or they might
have - and let me know your reactions. If you think it would be helpful, we
might think of setting up a working group to develop a joint approach and
consider how best to carry it forward.



I do hope that we can work together creatively to establish a context
that would assist the parties to move away from the present violence and
return to the negotiating table. For years, they have been in agreement on
the principles underpinning their peace process; yet without active third
party involvement at this time the chances for an early resumption of peace
talks will diminish further, with all the attendant risks.

Please accept, Excellency, the assurances of my highest
consideration.

Kofi




